
Introduction
Companies run on data. Today a flood of data from customers, 
suppliers, mobile devices and sensors streams in from across the 
globe. This data tsunami provides a rich new source of business 
intelligence, yet at the same time threatens to overwhelm the 
organizations that collect it.

The question challenging even the largest global firms, such as those 
that make up the AT&T Business Advisory Council (ABAC), is this:  
How can organizations separate unneeded data from what is  
essential – then get that vital information to those who can use it  
to drive the business forward? 

ABAC is a group of Information Technology (IT) professionals who 
represent leading global firms (and AT&T customers) across a range of 
industries: manufacturing, transportation, chemical, finance, insurance, 
automotive, pharmaceutical, retail, entertainment and technology. 
Twice each year, ABAC meets to advise AT&T on the changing needs of 
member companies.

At their meeting in San Diego in November, 2011, twenty-five ABAC 
members discussed the challenges and opportunities of “big data.” 
Their observations provide valuable insight into what it means for 
companies when the flow of information never stops. These are some 
of the key issues they addressed. 

Managing User Expectations   
As the range of mobile devices has ballooned to include laptops, smart 
phones and tablets, users have learned to expect those devices to 
deliver not only personal content, but valuable business information. 
They want it in any format (graphics and video included) on any device 
they choose, and they want the ability to manipulate and process the 
information. It’s the CIO’s job to figure out how to supply that material 
at the required scale and speed. 

”People expect information to be on whatever device they have,” said 
the IT manager for a global chemical company. “They don’t care if it’s 
their Mac at home, their work PC, their iPad, their Blackberry – they 
want it at their fingertips and as close to real time as possible. There 
are network implications and number crunching implications. People 
want it now and wherever they are.” 

“As people use the device of their choice,” another member observed, 
“they expect the same experience for work.” 

The IT manager for a global transportation firm agreed. “They expect 
us to start delivering the same experience and if you deliver it on a 
small scale, it becomes viral.”

Sharing Data Across the Enterprise
The demand to collect and process data and deliver information in 
a range of formats, on any device, is not driven solely by end users. 
Organizations see benefits too. The pull and push to move and 
store more information and make it quickly available has important 
implications for IT managers. 

“I have a corporate communications department that wants to  
reach all 290,000 of our employees at the touch of a button,  
whether it’s video or some kind of electronic message, regardless  
of where they are and what device they have,” said the transportation 
firm manager. “So, network capacity is critical, absolutely; video 
streaming, video messaging, sensors, all of it as far as our network 
demands are concerned.” 

“People want to do ’discovery analytics,’ where they enter the session 
not knowing what question they’re trying to answer,” said an ABAC 
member. “They’re trying to figure out a trend that maybe they didn’t 
even know existed. It requires a tremendous amount of data.”

“What are the data sources?” said a chemical company manager. “I 
think they are growing. It’s true at our company and I heard it around 
the table. Salesforce.com, SAP, external information, looking at market 
trends. So data is coming from many different places. Turning that into 
information takes a lot of CPU horsepower.” 
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“ People want to do ’discovery analytics,’ where 
they enter the session not knowing what question 
they’re trying to answer,” said an ABAC member. 
“They’re trying to figure out a trend that maybe 
they didn’t even know existed. It requires a 
tremendous amount of data.” 



Turning Data into Information  
The growing volumes of data can be key to stronger business 
performance, and to the health of their enterprises. The broader and 
more detailed their understanding of their own companies, customers 
and competitors, the greater the opportunity for business leaders 
to make well informed, effective decisions. But raw data must be 
analyzed and interpreted before it is useful. The challenges posed by 
this hunger for information are complex, but ABAC members believe 
the benefits make the effort worthwhile.

“Turning data into information is our lifeblood,” said the representative 
of a major pharmaceutical company. “What we’re seeing now with the 
data explosion is not just within our borders, it’s also with our partners 
and our suppliers and our managed service. So, for us our security 
strategy is a significant challenge. It’s outpacing us literally every day.”

“We’ve literally added 200 sites to our network in the past 2 years,” 
said a construction equipment  industry manager. “These are plants 
that don’t have people reporting to them, but we need the data. We 
need to access the data so we can not only understand how the plant 
is operating, we need to manage and monitor that plant.”

“You’re seeing this in the airline industry as well,” said another.  
“With the new planes coming out, the Dreamliner, it’s basically a data 
center in the sky. As the plane lands, all of that data needs to get 
transferred off of the flight, the logs for every component part within 
that plane – the management of the plane itself, all of the onboard 
entertainment systems and any sales information during that flight.  
It all has to be transferred.”

Architecting Solutions
This flood of structured and unstructured data is clearly straining 
network capacity, and these global firms are looking for solutions.

 While changing business models have created a global, real-time 
demand for information, IT models have not yet changed to meet 
these demands. ABAC members are exploring capabilities like cloud-
based computing and storage that can provide enhanced data access 
and security.

 “About 40% of our network today is internet traffic,” said one manager. 
“So, that’s driving our capacity issues. It’s video and streaming media, 
it’s content that’s getting pushed around our network that’s driving  
the huge size. We would love to move that closer to the edge  
where people are accessing the internet, rather than carrying it over  
a backbone.” 

The growing importance of international operations raises additional 
storage and access issues. “We’ve been discussing moving key parts 
of our business into places like China,” said one ABAC member. 
“Engineering or R&D could actually be taking place in China so how 
do I provide that infrastructure in China? Do I want to provide that 
infrastructure in China? How do I secure that?”

“Our business model is changing,” said another, “our growth is 
happening in developing countries where traditionally we had very 
low bandwidth pipes. The business is driving new applications so they 
expect the infrastructure to meet these requirements. And the cost in a 
lot of these countries is just too expensive.”

“Our information architecture is pretty efficient today and we tend  
to keep it that way,” another said. “It’s bringing only the data you need 
down to your device, so the analytics are done before they hit the 
device. I think it’s a plug for information architecture, but if you don’t 
have some really brilliant people behind that stuff, you’re just going  
to struggle.” 

Preparing for the Opportunity
For these leading firms, today’s revolution in data availability and 
user access presents a rare opportunity. Those who find the tools, the 
technology and the expertise to gather the mass of business-critical 
data, process it into actionable information and deliver it to decision 
makers will win the future – wherever it may be.

For more information contact your AT&T Representative or visit us at www.att.com/.
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“It’s video and streaming media, it’s content that’s 
getting pushed around our network that’s driving  
the huge size.” 


